
Nehrwrodrbote (Nehrwr - pronounced "nay-wah") Reuel is 
a highly sought after consultant and facilitator of what he 
describes as “much needed empathetic and compassionate 
dialogue with the goal of being more effective in how we work 
with and across our differences.” His work focuses on building 
leadership skills by tapping into the diverse talents of individuals 
and their work-teams. His work on authentic community building 

has led to national recognition of some of the programs and students he worked 
with as Training Coordinator of the University of Minnesota’s Diversity Institute. His 
work garnered national coverage with a front-page feature story in USA Today. In 
over 12 years at the Diversity Institute, Nehrwr used a wide range of programs and 
services to enhance and promote the climate for diversity both on and off 
campus. Since that time, he has worked with a variety of organizations providing 
intercultural assessment and development, strategic planning, executive 
coaching, and leadership training.   

Nehrwr has tremendous ability to effectively use experiential learning to generate 
authentic dialogue and self-reflection. The people he's impacted with his work 
numbers well into the thousands. 

Nehrwr's education includes an undergraduate degree in Mathematics along 
with numerous certifications and advanced coursework in the areas of business 
administration, educational policy, conflict mediation, program design, adult 
learning, leadership development and team-building. Nehrwr is also a chapter 
degree member of the National FFA organization.  

Nehrwr was a resident trainer with the Blandin Foundation of Grand Rapids 
Minnesota where he designed and implemented leadership programs for rural 
community leaders. Nehrwr is both a Qualified Administrator (QA) and Qualifying 
Seminar Instructor of the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) – the premier 
intercultural development assessment tool used all over the world. Nehrwr often 
serves as Lead Consultant where he oversees the development and delivery of a 
wide range of learning initiatives designed to better equip staff and volunteers to 
more effectively navigate the changing demographics and needs of their 
stakeholders. Nehrwr’s client list also includes AARP, Gates Foundation, HKS, Best 
Buy, Honeywell, Lockheed-Martin, and the City of Dubuque. Social service and 
nonprofits of all sizes such as Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, Alexandra House 
and YouthLink and the McKnight Foundation. Macalester College, Southwest 
Minnesota State University, University of Michigan, University of Illinois, and manty 
many other educational institutions all over the country have made use of his 
expertise.  

Nehrwr was born in Washington D.C., raised on Chicago’s South Side Roseland 
neighborhood and currently resides in Gilbert, AZ. Nehrwr has been an 
independent consultant since 2003 and co-authored "The PIOOYA (Pie-OO-YA) 
Principles" which he jokingly describes as the 21st century’s ultimate "anti-self-help 
book".  


